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DISCLAIMER
FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
Certain statements, other than statements of historical fact, contained in this presentation or in the accompanying oral presentation (including in response to ANY questions), may
constitute "forward-looking information" within the meaning of certain securities laws, including the Securities Act (Ontario), and are based on expectations, estimates and
projections as of the date on which the statements are made in this presentation. The words "plans", "expects", "projected", "estimated", "forecasts", "anticipates", "indicative",
"intend", "guidance", "outlook", "potential", "prospects", "seek", "strategy", "targets" or "believes", or variations of such words and phrases or statements that certain future
conditions, actions, events or results "will", "may", "could", "would", "should", "might" or "can", or negative versions thereof, "be taken", "occur", "continue" or "be achieved", and
other similar expressions, identify statements containing forward-looking information. Statements of forward-looking information may include, without limitation, statements with
respect to: the launching of new products, brands and entertainment properties; the Company's operating momentum, financial position, cash flows and financial performance;
the Company's future growth, drivers for such growth, and the successful execution of its strategies for growth; and the seasonality of Gross Product Sales and forecasted
organic Gross Product Sales and Adjusted EBITDA Margins.
Forward-looking statements are necessarily based upon management's perceptions of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments, as well as a
number of specific factors and assumptions that, while considered reasonable by management as of the date on which the statements are made in this presentation, are
inherently subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies which could result in the forward-looking statements ultimately being
incorrect. In addition to any factors and assumptions set forth above in this presentation, the material factors and assumptions used to develop the forward-looking information
include, but are not limited to: the ability of the Company to maintain its distribution capabilities; the Company's ability to continue to build and maintain strong, collaborative
relationships; the Company's status as a preferred collaborator; the culture and business structure of the Company will support its growth; the ability to expand the Company's
portfolio of owned branded intellectual property and successfully license it to third parties; the expanded use of advanced technology and robotics in the Company's products; the
increased access of entertainment content on mobile platforms; fragmentation of the market creates acquisition opportunities; maintenance of the Company's relationships with
its employees; and the continued involvement of the Company's founders and that the risk factors noted below, collectively, do not have a material impact on the Company.
By its nature, forward-looking information is subject to inherent risks and uncertainties that may be general or specific and which give rise to the possibility that expectations,
forecasts, predictions, projections or conclusions will not prove to be accurate, that assumptions may not be correct and that objectives, strategic goals and priorities will not be
achieved. Known and unknown risk factors, many of which are beyond the control of the Company, could cause actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking
information in this presentation. Such risks and uncertainties include, without limitation, the factors discussed under "Risk Factors" in the Company’s most recent AIF and under
“Risks Relating to Spin Master’s Business” in the Company’s most recent annual MD&A, filed with the Canadian securities regulators and available at www.sedar.com. These risk
factors are not intended to represent a complete list of the factors that could affect the Company and investors are cautioned to consider these and other factors, uncertainties
and potential events carefully and not to put undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such
statements. Forward-looking statements are provided for the purpose of providing information about management's expectations and plans relating to the future. The Company
disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, or to explain any
material difference between subsequent actual events and such forward-looking statements, except to the extent required by applicable law.
NON-IFRS MEASURES
In addition to using financial measures prescribed by IFRS, references are made in this presentation to ‘‘Adjusted EBITDA’’, ‘‘Adjusted Net Income’’, ‘‘EBITDA’’, ‘‘Free Cash
Flow’’, ‘‘Gross Product Sales’’, ‘‘Sales Allowances’’ and ‘‘Total Gross Sales’’, which are non-IFRS financial measures. Non-IFRS financial measures do not have any standardized
meaning prescribed by IFRS and are therefore unlikely to be comparable to similar measures presented by other issuers. For further details on these non-IFRS financial
measures, see “Non-IFRS Financial Measures” in the Company’s MD&A, filed with the Canadian securities regulators and available at www.sedar.com.
CERTAIN OTHER MATTERS
Any graphs, tables or other information demonstrating the historical performance of the Company or any other entity contained in this presentation are intended only to illustrate
past performance of such entities and are not necessarily indicative of future performance of the Company or such entities. All financial disclosure in this presentation is in U.S.
dollars, unless otherwise noted. Capitalized terms and abbreviations not otherwise defined herein have the meaning assigned to them in the Company’s public filings.
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INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
Leading global children’s
entertainment company with
significant scale and reach

Globally collaborative business
model underpins performance
record

Diversified portfolio of innovative
toys, games, products, brands
and entertainment properties

Strong financial performance
and operating leverage driving
attractive earnings growth

A proven and growing global
entertainment property pipeline

Experienced and entrepreneurial
management team

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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WHO WE ARE
Leading Children’s
Entertainment Company

Business Segments

• Founded in 1994
• Spin Master creates, designs,
manufactures and markets a
diverse portfolio of innovative
products, brands and
entertainment properties
• Recognized as the market
leader in innovation
• 28 global offices and sales
in over 100 markets

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

Back Row, Left to Right:
SUSIE LECKER, EVP, Global Licensing; CHRIS BEARDALL, EVP, Global Sales; ANDRÉE BRIERE, SVP, Human Resources; BILL HESS, EVP, Operations & CIO;
CHRIS HARRS, EVP & General Counsel, Corporate Secretary
Middle Row, Left to Right:
BEN DERMER, VP Creative Development & Deputy Creative Officer; MARK SEGAL, EVP Finance & CFO; BEN J. GADBOIS, Global President & COO;
KRISTA DIBERARDINO, EVP, Marketing Integration and Activation
MASTER
5
FrontSPIN
Row,
Left to CORP.
Right:
ADAM BEDER, EVP, Strategic Partnership & Franchise Development; BEN VARADI, EVP & CCO; ANTON RABIE, Director, Co-Founder and Co-CEO;
RONNEN HARARY, Chairman, Co-Founder & Co-CEO; JENNIFER DODGE, EVP, Entertainment

GLOBAL REACH

1
2

Manufacturing Facility
Shared Service Center

Spin Master’s growing global scale is a valuable asset
throughout the entire development cycle
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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GLOBAL TOY INDUSTRY
Large and growing
industry
Global Traditional Toys
and Games Market Sales(1)
(US$ billions)

70% of global sales outside
North America

2018 was a challenging year
for many markets

Global Traditional Toys
and Games Sales by Region(1)
(% of 2018 Global Toy Sales)

2018 Industry Growth Rates(2)

2018 Industry Growth Rates(2)
Mexico 21%
Dolls

Brazil 7%
Action Figures

Russia 8%
7%

Germany 2%
10%

Canada 0%

Italy -1%

US -2%

France -5%

Spain -5%

Australia -7%

UK -12%

G13 -2%

(1) Source: Euromonitor International; data provided in current (nominal) terms to include inflation, US$ 2017 exchange rates
(2) Source: The NPD Group / Retail Tracking Service

The toy industry is a large global industry that has grown
consistently over the long term
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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EVOLVING PLAY PATTERNS
Children’s play
and entertainment
platforms are
converging

Technology
advancements
are enabling the
cost-effective
commercialization
of next generation
toys

Properties/brands
are increasingly
extending across
multiple platforms
and geographies

Smart devices
are becoming
ubiquitous

We want to be where kids are
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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OUR FOUR GROWTH STRATEGIES

1. Innovate Using
our Global Internal
and External R&D
Network

2. Develop
Evergreen Global
Entertainment
Properties

3. Increase Sales
in International
Developing and
Emerging Markets

4. Leverage
Global Platform
Through
Strategic
Acquisitions

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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INNOVATION

1. Innovate Using
our Global Internal
and External R&D
Network

SPIN MASTER CORP.

Leverage competitive strengths and global
networks to build a robust pipeline
Continue to focus on strategic brand building
Continue to invest in advanced technology,
entertainment and licenses
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GLOBAL INNOVATION NETWORK
• Collaborative
model leverages
global network
of inventors
• Outsources and
variabilizes part
of our product
development process
and cost structure
• Technology allows
Spin Master to
develop differentiated
products, bring iconic
characters
to life and enhance
consumer
engagement

SPIN MASTER CORP.

Deep internal global talent pool driving R&D
•

6 internal R&D centres: Toronto, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Dongguan
(China), Tokyo and Stockholm (app development)

Third party inventors complement internal R&D
Collaborative model – many products are jointly
developed
Approximately 200-300 Third Party Inventors Globally
Supporting Innovation

ideas
received
per year

ideas
commercialized
per year

royalties
paid on
net sales
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36-MONTH BRAND INNOVATION PIPELINE
Disciplined
and Rigorous
Planning Process
• Clear accountability
and management for
each GBU
• Improved global
cross-functional
forecasting process

• Pacing models for
checks and balances
to forecasts
• Forecasting analytics
to compare budgets
and historical data

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

Remote Control and Interactive Characters

Boys Action and High-Tech Construction

Activities, Games & Puzzles and Plush

Pre-School and Girls

Outdoor
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Leverage current properties
2. Develop
Evergreen Global
Entertainment
Properties

Launch at least one new property per year
Strategically relaunch properties to capitalize on
value of owned content library

Continue to build broadcast relationships
Generate new licensing and merchandising
revenue streams

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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DEVELOP EVERGREEN GLOBAL
ENTERTAINMENT PROPERTIES
Owned Content Library
• Multiple properties currently on air globally
o PAW Patrol - Nickelodeon
o Rusty Rivets – Nickelodeon
o Bakugan – Cartoon Network
o Abby Hatcher - Nickelodeon
• Nine television series with 500+ cumulative eps

Growing global entertainment
property pipeline
• Robust pipeline with a number of properties at
various stages of development

2020 and Beyond…
Owned properties provide ability to increase consumer engagement, extend
product shelf life, develop additional revenue streams and improve margins
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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ALLIANCE BRANDS
STRATEGY
o Go deeper with licensed relationships
o Long term strategic partnerships
o Build up license portfolio

WHY SPIN MASTER?

Expanded global footprint
o Business segment diversification
o Innovation capability to bring
characters/IP to life
o

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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FRANCHISES
Story telling and character criteria may drive the creation of Franchises

IDEAS

GLOBAL
AMPLIFICATION

Entertaining kids in all formats and for all screens globally
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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INTERNATIONAL

3. Increase Sales
in International
Developing and
Emerging Markets

SPIN MASTER CORP.

Increase proportion of sales outside of North
America to 40% in the medium term
Focus on Asia: China, Japan
• License Model (Partner)
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INCREASE SALES IN DEVELOPED AND
EMERGING INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
Geographic Sales

International Growth Strategies
• Selectively add sales and
marketing personnel in current
international sales and marketing
offices

Global Toy
Industry

• Open new company-owned sales
and marketing offices in certain
strategic markets
• Focus on increasing business
with current distributors
• Build 3rd party distributor
networks in markets where Spin
Master does not have an
established presence
(1)

Based on full year 2018 financial information.

Steady international growth from 28% in 2014 to 37% in 2018(1)
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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ACQUISITIONS

4. Leverage
Global Platform
Through
Strategic
Acquisitions

SPIN MASTER CORP.

Fragmented industry with opportunities
for consolidation

Strong balance sheet with financial flexibility
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LEVERAGE GLOBAL PLATFORM
THROUGH STRATEGIC ACQUISITIONS
Spin Master will continue to seek strategic, accretive, favorably priced
acquisitions that improve our growth profile
ACQUISITION CRITERIA
✓ Intellectual property / brands
✓ Opportunity to innovate
✓ Leverage global infrastructure
✓ New categories
✓ International market growth
✓ Ability to grow and expand margins
✓ Management continuity valued
✓ Must be able to grow what we buy
PROVEN TRACK RECORD
✓ 10 pre-IPO acquisitions
✓ 9 post-IPO acquisitions

Well positioned with financial flexibility and deep industry relationships;
proven ability to integrate acquisitions and drive value
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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GUND
• Acquired April 2018 – Gund is a heritage premium
brand with 120-year-old roots in the plush
business with solid consumer awareness
• Grow the core business internationally and
leverage the plush competency for Spin Master’s
owned IP

• Channel diversification – Build a presence in the
mid-tier and specialty and gift channels
• Licensing opportunities

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION

MONETIZATION OPTIONS
Channel
PHYSICAL GOODS
Toys & Games

CONTENT
TV shows, digital mobile apps, digital toys

Can be proprietary or licensed IP

Revenue Stream

Selling to traditional
& online retail

SPIN MASTER CORP.

Selling to 3rd
party distributor

Licensing proprietary
IP to 3rd parties

Licensing to
broadcasters

Selling mobile
applications
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

(1) Non-IFRS financial measures. Non-IFRS measures do not have any standardized meaning prescribed by International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) and are therefore unlikely to be comparable to similar measures
presented by other issuers. Please refer to the section entitled “Non IFRS Financial Measures” in the Management Discussion and Analysis within the Company’s public filings for a discussion of the definition, components
and uses of such non-IFRS measures, as well as a reconciliation of such non-IFRS measures to IFRS measures (where a comparable IFRS measure exists).
(2) The comparative information presented for 2018 has not been restated for the adoption of IFRS 16. The impact of IFRS 16 on Adjusted EBITDA would be an increase of $2,363 for 2018.

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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DIVERSIFIED PORTFOLIO OF INNOVATIVE
BRANDS AND PRODUCTS
Business Segment Gross Product Sales
(US$ millions)

All Other Products

Remote Control
and Interactive
Characters

2010

Boys Action and
High-Tech
Construction

2010

Bakugan / Zoobles

$144 (16%)

2018

2018

$268
$268

$485 (53%)

$71 $49

2010
2018

10

19

Building Sets, Action
Figures & Accessories

30

31(1)

$120 (13%)

Arts & Crafts,
Games/Puzzles, All
Other Toys

8

27

Infant/Toddler/Preschool,
Dolls

0

40

Outdoor & Sports Toys

49

125

$517 (30%)
N/A

Outdoor

2018

Vehicles, Youth &
Electronics, Plush

$456 (27%)

2018
2010

8

$170 (18%)

2018
2010

1

$133 (8%)

Activities, Games & 2010
Puzzles and Plush

Pre-School and
Girls

2018

$505 (30%)
$218
$218

NPD
SUPERCATEGORIES

2010

$97 (5%)
$602
$602

$317

$919
$1,708

Diversified and evolving portfolio leading to sustainable
and predictable growth
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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STRONG FREE CASH FLOW AND
FINANCIAL POSITION
(US$ millions)

Free Cash Flow
Conversion Ratio (3)

As at

Q1 2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

($39.8)

$129.4

$193.4

$129.6(1)

$87.5(2)

(568.6%)

42.6%

66.2%

62.9%

54.6%

03/31/2018

12/31/2018

12/31/2017

Short-term Debt

-

-

$0.5

$158.1

$3.4

Long-term Debt

-

-

-

-

$46.9

Total Shareholders’ Equity

$657.0

$662.5

$500.1

$325.7

$156.3

Cash

$113.8

$143.5

$117.3

$99.4

$45.7

($113.8)

($143.5)

($116.8)

$58.7

$4.6

-

-

-

0.3x

0.03x

Net Debt
Net Debt/EBITDA(4)
1)
2)
3)
4)

12/31/2016 12/31/2015

Adjusted for the interest and income tax paid in 2016 with respect to Spin Master’s 2015 tax settlement with the Canada Revenue Agency
Before US$20.3 million one-time cash payment to settle equity participation arrangements at the time of the IPO
FCF vs. Adjusted EBITDA
Adjusted EBITDA

Capital efficient model drives strong free cash flow
providing financial flexibility to exploit growth opportunities
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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CREATING SHAREHOLDER VALUE
Spin Master is focused on consistent,
effective and balanced capital deployment

Internal
Investments
• Innovation
• Geographic
expansion
• Entertainment
• Talent

Strategic
M&A
• Accretive
• New categories
• Expansion
potential
• Diversification

Returns to
Shareholders
• Near-term
focus on capital
growth

Effective capital deployment will continue to drive
strong shareholder returns
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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APPENDIX

REMOTE CONTROL & INTERACTIVE
CHARACTERS: REMOTE CONTROL
• Driven by innovation
• Strong pipeline at multiple price points
• Diversified out of flight, which has been
commoditized and away from Boys only
• 2019:
Owleez – Dual gender RC, first interactive flying pet
o Demo Duke – Pre-School RC, innovative,
interactive truck targeted at boys 3-6 years
o Air Hogs RC Motorcycle, the Upriser,
ground breaking technology “defies gravity”
➢ First generation is the
Ducati Panigale V4 Superbike
o

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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REMOTE CONTROL & INTERACTIVE
CHARACTERS: INTERACTIVE CHARACTERS
• Technology drives innovation at key price points
• Hatchimals brand will continue to evolve and deliver
never-seen-before technology, wrapped in a cute and
loveable character
• Innovative Juno My Baby Elephant
o

Moving ears and a full-motion trunk

• Luvabella welcomes a brand-new baby sister
Luvabella Newborns
o

Realistic baby doll with facial expressions to feed, cuddle
and lull to sleep

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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REMOTE CONTROL & INTERACTIVE
CHARACTERS: COLLECTIBLES
• Deep pipeline of ideas
• Licensing possible
• Hatchimals Colleggtibles falls into this
category
o

Colleggtibles mini figures will have new themes and
segments in 2019, including Mermals and micro Plush

• We are launching Hatchimals Pixies – with
super glittery hair and wings and sculpted
fashion inspired by their Hatchtopia homes
• Lollipets – low price point, cute, hyperactive
pets

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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BOYS ACTION & HIGH-TECH
CONSTRUCTION: BOYS
Robust Pipeline
Efforts are focusing in 2019 - we will bring strong licenses to life
and introduce never seen-before innovation and form factors
• Bakugan relaunch
• Monster Jam launch
• How to Train Your Dragon (HTTYD) relaunch

3 growth levers:
• Owned IP entertainment i.e. Bakugan
• Owned IP products i.e. Tech Deck, Meccano
• Partner licenses i.e. Monster Jam, Dragons, DC Comics

International platform allows us to become a viable partner for
global licensors
• Combined with our ability to Innovate and Market
• Global master toy rights in the Boys Action category for the DC Comics franchise
• Launching the toy line globally in January 2020

As a result of Monster Jam and Tech Deck we are now well
positioned to develop a foothold in Wheels (Die Cast)

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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ACTIVITIES, GAMES & PUZZLES AND PLUSH:
ACTIVITIES
• Trend focused
• Kinetic Sand brand continuing to grow
due to innovation, quality and
management of price points
• Cool Brands – targets trends for girls
o
o
o

Go Glam Nails
Kumi Maker
Etch a Sketch
➢

SPIN MASTER CORP.

Continue to innovate and grow line
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ACTIVITIES, GAMES & PUZZLES AND PLUSH:
GAMES & PUZZLES
•
•
•
•
•

SPIN MASTER CORP.

#2 in the US, growing internationally
Deep retail distribution
Channel diversification
Breadth of line and price point management key
Growth and beyond in 2019 driven by:
o

Strong license support, i.e. Frozen 2 and Toy Story 4

o

Internal innovation

o

Tuck in acquisitions i.e. Marbles, Perplexus

o

International distribution

o

Strategic partnerships i.e. Big Potato
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ACTIVITIES, GAMES & PUZZLES AND PLUSH:
PLUSH
• 120 year old premium Plush brand
• Gund acquisition provides a growth platform
• Strong growth potential
o

License support – Pusheen, Sesame Street etc.

o

Internal innovation

o

International distribution

o

New brand campaign in 2019 to drive brand
excitement for both consumers and for retailers.
Under GottaGettaGund, campaign will include
merchandising and digital/social marketing
targeting new moms

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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PRE-SCHOOL & GIRLS: PRE-SCHOOL
Pre-School is a key area of focus

PAW is now the #1 pre-school brand in the world
and is a global franchise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovative products with each new season
Content - new themes and characters
Movies, DVD specials
Short Form Content
Growth in China
PAW Patrol live show and road tour
PAW Patrol in Japan

Abby Hatcher - Nickelodeon
• Launched January 2019. Original animated Pre-School series
• Rolling out globally

Other partner licenses in development
Slate of new properties in 2020 and beyond
SPIN MASTER CORP.
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PRE-SCHOOL & GIRLS: GIRLS
• We are highly committed to Girls category
• Difficult category but if you can land
“the right one”, it can be very large
• 2019:
Twisty Petz
o Candy Locks
o

• Deep pipeline of ideation for 2020
and beyond

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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OUTDOOR
Innovative Product Development
Inventor ideas starting to emerge
o Infant Spring Float designed to allow
babies to float safely in a pool
o Aqualinx, new seated pool float
connecting multiple floats together
o

Increase domestic penetration
and international distribution for
Swimways, Kelsyus, Aerobie and Coop
National marketing campaign for the
Spring Float line
o PAW Patrol pool line internationally
o Aerobie - new branding, increasing
global distribution and promotional
placement
o

SPIN MASTER CORP.
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